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DAILY MESSAGE OF MARY, ROSE OF PEACE, TRANSMITTED IN THE MARIAN CENTER
OF AURORA, TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS DEL SAGRADO CORAZÓN??

Children,

Anger is the seed of frustration and this impure feeling is born from not feeling loved.  Frustration is
the root of lie and pride; from pride comes folly and from it, the abandonment of the spiritual life.

The principle that balances those states is Mercy that it is based on Piety and Compassion, which
make possible that everything be understood.

Frustration is a poison that dissolves peace, because this feeling has its origin in the criticism and in
the value judgment.  Peace permits to overcome those difficulties; frustration is dissipated with
truth, especially with tolerance and patience, states that can generate interior harmony and balance
despite the recurring tests.

The essence of frustration is the shame of recognizing oneself as an incompetent, above all, it keeps
its impetus on the false power and on the own belief, that which generates more insecurity and lack
of faith.

That soul which surrenders to My arms will stop leaving those things because I will teach them to
forgive with the heart, to love through life and to establish faith as an interior emblem.  It is from
there, by means of prayer and humiliation, that all the evil feelings will be dissolved.  In this way
God will return to the heart that trusts on His Plan and will live in interior isHis communion with all
of His children.

To recognize oneself as you are is a school for the braves ones.  But to recognize oneself in Christ is
an aspiration to be able live this school.

No longer frustrate your lives; recognize now all that you are capable of, because whoever is not in
Christ, will not be anything.  He wishes to enter and govern; the banishment of the ambitions will
happen when, having determined yourself, you  no longer want to be the same consciousness as
always.

I thank you for answering to My call!

Who takes you to the One and Only Consciousness of Truth,

Your Mother Mary, Rose of Peace


